
PUBLIC LETTER TO NEWSTALK

29 October 2021

Dear John Keogh

Ref Mis information

In your recent News Talk of 28th October, a number of serious criminal offenses and harmful
Misinformation took place regarding your employee, Pat Kenny, and Health Minister
Donnelly, causing FEAR.

The public witnessed Mr. Kenny commit Perjury, misinformation, and give fraudulent medical
claims, which could cause death or injury if advice followed, in his attempts to sell medical
products.

He began by giving a false description of an interview with a digital journalist, which he was
not present to see, and obviously did NOT bother to watch the publicly watched video of the
conversation; instead, he lied.

He said Mr. Donohoe was chased down the street by a gang of anti-vaxxers, who shouted
abuse and they must be punished. The video clearly shows a small disabled woman politely
asking for an interview with her TD.

The video shows this one woman, not a gang, receiving his permission to have a recorded
interview, which most TDs like to do. She asked him why he voted for a 2 year mRNA
genetic engineering experiment, effects unknown.

The public is still in shock that the TD replied, "I know NOTHING about a 2-year experiment.
This is a safe, tested cure to SAVE lives, with NO side effects". Last year he received a copy
of the HSE Certified evidence of side effects.

HIS OWN words state he voted for mRNA but knew NOTHING about the FAA license
description and the HSE description, despite again receiving these at the Dail in May 2021,
as well as 159 other TDs. He committed perjury by lying. You protect his lies.

I have enclosed copies of the HSE Certified Management Records which you might pass on
to Mr. Kenny to assist his education. I enclose HSE C851 NO proof mRNA works and C852
proof mRNA is dangerous. Also C850 NO proof social distancing works, HSE C839 NO
proof virus exists, C846 NO proof General lockdowns work, C847 NO proof Elderly
lockdowns work, C848 NO proof masks work, and C849 proof masks are dangerous. These
are the official HSE positions as stated.

HIQA report confirms NPHET falsified 60% of deaths as covid. The EMA figures state
27,000 dead, 2.5 million injured in the EU, just months into the 2-year genetic experiment,
proof it is not safe.



HSE weekly deaths figures for the last 2 years state flu at 5.6% against the, lowest killer in
Ireland of covid at 0.2%; less than suicide at 1.7%. The CDC and the WHO withdrew the
PCR Test as 97% were false positives. Cases are based on NO tests.

Regarding perjury on the video, Mr. Donohoe, by CONCEALING this data which he has
read, has neglected his public duty, which carries life imprisonment under the 1990 Criminal
Justice Act, in addition to other offenses. Newstalk supports concealment.

Mr. Kenny, like your guest the Health Minister, and like Mr. Donohoe, have NO medical
qualifications, and Sections 4 and 11 of the Advertising Standards Act states ONLY a GP
can make medical claims in private IF they have absolute proof, not a radio show.

YOUR program allowed Mr. Kenny to make many public medical claims now and before, in
which he states the opposite of the Certified HSE Records Management evidence which I
sent him, with no regard to the public. health or truth.

He, and guests like Prof O'Neil and Mr. Donnelly, also received this HSE evidence, yet they
ALL chose to state the opposite, to cause FEAR and APPREHENSION, which carries a
5-year jail term under Section 12 of the Criminal Law Act, 1976.

The People's Party Ireland has, for the last 2 years, studied the money trail of RTE,
Newstalk, and many other media. It is a matter of public record that Prof C'Neil received
26,277,000 Euros from Pfizer, NOT to say the truth.

It is also on public record the extensive funding Newstalk has received from the HSE and
Pfizer to fund such programs to provide Misinformation from UNQUALIFIED people, to sell
medical products. Shame on you.

In your program to cover up the admission by M;- Donohoe, both Mr. Kenny and Mr.
Donnelly stated with NO evidence, how safe mRNA, PPE, the PCR Test, etc were, despite
HSE Certified Evidence as NOT safe, and the manufacturer described it as such.

The public was also shocked by Mr. Donnelly stating that the public must ignore any
questions about safety and just follow Newstalk, HSE, CDC, and the WHO websites, NOT
the EMA or the CSO. I would remind you what Newstalk said,. as good advice.

We have the taped evidence of Mr. Kenny on Newstalk, to be used in court when he asked
Prof. O'Neil how safe mRNA is. Prof. O'Neil's exact words were, WELL WE HAVE TO GET
IT INTO PEOPLE AND SEE WHAT HAPPENS. This is the meaning of an experiment.

This is correct advice from Prof O'Neil which Mr. Kenny on Newstalk seems to have
forgotten, like our RTE video of Prof O'Neil stating masks are USELESS. Mr. Donnelly said
follow Newstalk. The HSE documents above agree with Prof O'Neil that No proof masks
work and proof mRNA is dangerous.

The HSE CERTIFIED documents AGREE with EMA figures of 27,000 dead, 2.5 million
injured, its meaning and description of the 2-year experiment, which Mr. Kenny insists
humans must take, in place of guinea pigs. Many people refuse to be part of the experiment.



The public is also offended by Newstalk inviting Mr. Donnelly, it is public knowledge that he
and others are under police investigation at Kevin Street Garda Station, with 5 books of
evidence. Mr. Varadkar is also under DPP investigation.

So your program describes anyone obtaining Lawfully recorded interview, with permission
obtained, as something to be banned, but someone with NO medical qualifications is
allowed to state the opposite of the HSE position.

I have sent you in a public fashion, the HSE Certified proof that your guests have
REPEATEDLY lied to MIS-INFORM the public and cause FEAR, in order that you, as the
person in charge, stop these offenses of misinformation.

In due course, with most of the evidence already collected, your guests, and perhaps you,
WILL face criminal prosecution under various Acts, including the Criminal Justice Act, 1990
and the 1976 Law Act, in their personal capacity, as not the HSE facts were stated.

I will in due course, be inviting the public to file criminal charges at local police stations for
the Fear and Apprehension they caused. Anyone injured or killed by Newstalk's medical
claims as safe is also invited.

In the interest of public safety, I shall pass a report to the Press Ombudsman and
Broadcasting Authority. Law REQUIRES retraction and apology to the public for damage
caused by 2 UNQUALIFIED people giving Mis-Information.

Many people are inclined to think Mr. Donnelly has mental health issues, regarding his
advice to read websites of CDC, WHO, HSE, etc, as he, like Mr. Donohoe, seems to have
NOT read these websites with due attention.

HSE Certified documents state PPE and virus is an invention of RTE and NPHET. The CDC
confirmed the PCR was withdrawn, as it gave 97% False positives, also they claim this was
known for the past 13 years. The CDC agrees with the HSE that NO virus was found.
Lockdown would be for 3 weeks, they said.

HIQA website states that NPHET FALSIFIED, with RTE, 60% of deaths as covid. The CDC
started on 19 March 2020, that covid was DECLASSIFIED as NO longer considered a High
Consequence Infectious Disease. The CDC also states 95% of covid deaths are falsified.

The HSE booklet sent to ALL Irish houses, costing millions, delivered in March 2020 after
the CDC declassification of covid, states on page 7, if healthy and you catch covid, 94% will
get MILD flu. The HSE confirms covid deaths as 0.2%, the lowest deaths in Eire.

In the interests of public safety, I must ask that Mr. Kenny and others under police
investigation, comply with the law and REFRAIN from making Medical Claims and preaching
discrimination to cause FEAR and APPREHENSION for sales profits.

With regards to Mr. Kenny's remarks on restricting people who refuse to take the place of
guinea pigs, I suggest you remind him about the Supreme Court ruling on Patent law in
2013, and also that memory loss is a known side effect of the mRNA.



The Court ruled that the mRNA patent granted to Mr. Fauci's company created a new legal
definition of Trans Human. Anyone with the mRNA no longer has INALIENABLE rights,
ONLY natural humans retain these rights. ONLY those with mRNA can be BANNED, like Mr.
Kenny.

Yours sincerely


